
See how we designed a brand identity 
that not only looks good but also an 

effective representation of how it works



Who is HAPPY BAR Really?
Happy Bar is a new brand of energy bars based out of 
Hyderabad, which made snacking right easier & tastier with 
their 100% natural bars to relish your taste buds. Happy Bar 
USP is being a 100% natural high energy bar made with a 
bunch of dry fruits, lots of love and care. A happy bar boosts 
your energy naturally which results in amplifying your 
happiness. We designed brand identity & package designs 
for them that portrays perfectly the brand story of snacking 
happily and healthily.

Desideratum by brand

Connecting the Dots

Happy Bar ought to be the tastier energy bar unlike other 
competitors in the industry which are boring though 
healthy. So it wanted to its logo design to portray that it will 
make snacking happier and lip-smacking. We decided to 
use a simple but modest design for it to make it glued in 
customers mind within no time. Also, we created an 
interactive and engaging package design to gain customer 
attention at one glance.

1. Brand identity creation
2. Package designs
3. Launching Campaigns



How we did it
We used a simple smiley in the first alphabet of the brand name to 
represent happy with a single letter. We chose the colour 
combinations of red and white that illustrate happiness, energy 
and calming your hunger pangs. 

Also, package designs for snacking brands are important in 
enticing customers and keep them hooked to it. So we designed 
in such a way that keeps customers engaged.

A brand needs to create curiosity in prior to its launch to keep the 
audience excited and to have a great share of the market.



A road not taken
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Semiotics is the best way of designing brand identity but a less 
taken path in general. Strawberry branding used semiotics in 
creating a modular yet elegant logo. Also, Ad campaigns are always 
the saviour of new brands to launch a new brand in a competitive 
industry like F&B. Launching campaign creates an excitement 
among the customers and also for the brand to run its business in 
rapid speed.


